
Your baby is ready to take their first step into the 
wonderful world of food, but where do you start? 
What to offer for your baby’s very first tastes of food 
can feel daunting, and you might feel pressure 
to get it right. Whilst there’s not just one right 
food or right way, research shows that starting 
babies with bitter or savoury tastes like green 
vegetables can support longer term acceptance 
of these foods as they grow older.

Babies are born with natural preference for sweeter 
foods and their first months of life involve feeds of 
naturally sweet breast and/or formula milk. Getting 
off the weaning ‘starting block’ with bitter flavours 
means that your baby will have early exposure and 
practice with these tastes which may help them 
to continue to accept these into the toddler years 
and beyond. Babies are also very receptive to new 
tastes from the start of weaning – so it’s a perfect 
opportunity to get these in early, and continue to 
give often. This approach is often referred to as 
‘vegetable led’ weaning.

If this sounds like an approach you’d like to use 
with your baby, you can start weaning by offering 
tastes of single vegetables which are bitter or more 
savoury in flavour such as the ones shown here.

These foods can be offered as a purée for a spoon 
led approach, and or as a very soft finger food if 
you’re following or combining first foods with a 
baby-led weaning approach.

Starting with these foods as first tastes is not 
the only way to approach first flavours with your 
baby, nor is it a guarantee that your baby will 
go on to eat these foods without hesitation into 
adulthood! Some parents choose to offer first 
foods which include fruits, different vegetables 
e.g. root vegetables and starchy foods such as 
cereals. Whichever approach you choose, aim to 
offer variety and include at least a few of the bitter 
tasting foods above too.

One thing we can guarantee when you’re getting 
started is fabulous expressions and lots of mess!

Ready to move on from first tastes? It’s time to 
order your first stage one box! 
www.shop.my-little-foodie.com/getstarted

FINDING YOUR WAY WITH FIRST 
TASTES (OR FOODS)

Offer a new taste every day for the first 7-10 days of weaning, and then you can start 
to combine flavours and introduce a wider range of foods incorporating iron rich foods, 

starchy foods, different vegetables e.g root vegetables and fruit.

LUCY’S
TOP 
TIP

ASPARAGUS SPINACH BROCCOLI   

CAULIFLOWER  POTATO

VEGETABLES TO TRY

GREEN BEANS

AVOCADO COURGETTE MUSHROOMS

CABBAGE, KALE  
OR SPRING GREENS  

CHARD AUBERGINE  

OKRA WHITE RADISH
MOOLI/DAIKON

PAK CHOY
B0K CHOY  

   CUCUMBER   PEAS BROAD BEANS

CALLALOO  CASSAVA CHAYOTE

In addition to meal kits My Little Foodie (My Little Foodie LTD) has been started for educational and support purposes. We cover a wide variety of 
topics on paediatric (child) nutrition, allergies and feeding. The information is always based on evidence or practice based credible sources at the time 

of writing. It is not designed to be a replacement or substitute for individualised dietetic or medical advice. We cannot give personalised or specific 
clinical advice. If you have concerns about your child’s health, nutrition, growth or allergies please seek support from you GP or a medical professional.

www.shop.my-little-foodie.com/getstarted
http://Www.my-little-foodie.com

